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Regulating type 1/4 turn electric 

actuator 

Regulating type 1/4 turn electric actuator is newly 

designed to operation small size ball valve,butterfly 

valve,plug/damper valves and automation of rotary 

machines.Since 1997, AOX has made every effort to 

deliver the highest quality compact quarter turn 

electric actuator and services for our 

customers.Through innovative management, 

technology development and human resources management, AOX will strive to lead and promote 

the development of the industry.AOX are expecting become your long term partner in China. 
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Regulating type 1/4 turn electric actuator Introduction 

 

Regulating type 1/4 turn electric actuator is newly designed and developed for modulating and 

open-close duty in process technology.Drived by 380V/220V/110VAC or 24V/110VDC power, 

inputs 4-20mA or 0-10VDC control signal, moves valve to the right position, and achieves to 

automatic control, the maximum output torque is 5000Nm. Regulating type 1/4 turn electric 

actuator meets international standards and is designed with the aim of high reliability and long 

service life - trying to minimize maintenance requirements.AOX has own factory in China. AOX 

implementers guarantee safe and reliable services under various extreme environmental 

conditions. 
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Regulating type 1/4 turn electric actuator Parameter 

(Specification) 
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Regulating type 1/4 turn electric actuator Feature And 

Application 

 

Torque range：30~5000N.m 

Working time : S1 long time standard for both On-off and modulating type. 

S2 standard, 30 min. 

Ambient temperature：-20℃~+70℃ 

Type of On-off Signal: Contact signal. Pulse signal 

Type of Modulating Signal: 0-10V, 2-10V, 4-20mA, etc. 
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Regulating type 1/4 turn electric actuator details 

 

1.Compact design:Small, light and compact design, high torque and various control option will 

meet your specific requirement. 

2.External modulating module for regulating type 1/4 turn electric actuator electrically operated 

quarter turn actuator:Increase the space of the module, it will make the module more stable and 

have a longer service life. 

3.Relaible gears:Gears of regulating type 1/4 turn electric actuator electrically operated quarter 

turn actuator are machined from special materials and are more solid and reliable. 


